A portrait of pediatric radiologists in the United States.
In recognition of the importance of pediatric radiology and the apparent shortage of radiologists in the field, the purpose of this study was to provide an extensive and detailed portrait of pediatric radiologists, their professional activities, and the practices in which they work. We tabulated data from the American College of Radiology's 2003 Survey of Radiologists, a stratified random sample survey that achieved a 63% response rate with a total of 1,924 responses. Responses were weighted to make them representative of all radiologists in the United States. We compare information about pediatric radiologists with that for other radiologists. Approximately 3% of radiologists, some 800-900 physicians, are pediatric radiologists. Depending on how pediatric radiologist is defined, two thirds to three quarters of them spend 70% or more of their clinical work time doing pediatric radiology. Unlike other radiologists, a greater percentage of pediatric radiologists desire a reduction in workload (with a corresponding reduction in income) than desire an increase in workload. Pediatric radiologists who spend 70% or more of their clinical work time in their field are older than radiologists in general (average age, 55 vs 51 years), and the fraction of pediatric radiologists younger than 45 years is lower than for other subspecialists ( approximately 20% vs 37%). Pediatric radiologists are disproportionately women (one third or more, depending on definition, are women, vs 19% for other subspecialists and 15% for nonsubspecialists), hospital-based, in academic practices (approximately half vs one fifth for other subspecialists), and in the main cities of large metropolitan areas. A shortage of pediatric radiologists exists and is likely to intensify. Access to pediatric radiologists is probably a problem except for children in large metropolitan areas who connect readily to academic hospitals. Means to overcome these problems need to be actively sought.